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A PROCESS OF LEARNING LANGUAGE ARTS - LEVEL 3 2020
CHAPTER 1
EX 1.1
1) sister, tree, yard
2) boy, vegetables, fruits
3) men, women, children, party
4) people, animal, food, shelter
5) birds, snakes, alligators, zoo
6) farmer, mangoes, tree
7) girl, bowl

8) boxes, books
9) tree, backyard
10) dogs, field
11) cat, monkey, bird, pets
12) Lady, boy, pet, store
13) cups, plates, table

EX 1.2
1) Annie, Bella
2) Black Rock
3) Joy, Monday
4) April
5) Ann, Tyler
6) Harry Potter
7) Scarlet Ibis
8) Shane, Bridgetown, Barbados, Friday

9) Adam, Buccoo Reef, Tobago
10) Saturdays
11) Antigua, May
12) Anika, Eid-ul-Fitr
13) Zara, Christmas, December
14) Kimberly, Rex
15) President David A. Granger, Guyanese

EX 1.3
Common Noun
1) cousin
2) dog, kennel
3) friends
4) _____
5) shirt
6) _____
7) cat
8) week
9)
10) birthday
11) parrot
12) friends

Proper Noun
Videsh
Bet’s
Eric, Scott
Guyana, Monday
Mark, June
Mrs. Lee, Wednesday
Andrea, Coco
Aliya, Signal Hill
Jeff, Maracas, Saturday
Dora, June
Bobby, Lola
Neetu, Gail
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EX 1.4

1) It was Sunday. Jeff’s friend, Mike came to meet him at the park in Holetown in Barbados
with his pet cat, Lola. They met their neighbours, Mrs. Bradshaw and Mrs. Ramsingh. Since
it was August, the weather was fine.
EX 1.5

2) Today, Prime Minister Dr. Keith Rowley visited Mason Hall Primary School. The principal,
Mrs. William, welcomed him. Melissa, Yash, Asad and Sahana were asked to sing a song.
The librarian, Salman, was asked to give a speech.
EX 1.6

On Friday, Melissa, Amrit, Umar and Zara will be going to school. Their teacher, Miss
Khan, is going to teach them about Labour Day, Independence Day and Emancipation Day.
She will teach them about Christmas Day which is celebrated in the month of December.
They will also be taking their pet dog, Spike with them.
EX 1.7
1) bundle
2) crew

3) tribe
4) mob

5) fleet
6) gang

7) party
8) litter

EX 1.8
1) pride
2) wood
3) litter
4) gang

5) stud
6) audience
7) choir
8) fleet

9) troupe
10) band
11) gang
12) team

13) flight
14) bevy
15) zoo

EX 1.9

A shower of rain suddenly came down and soaked the class of students. The litter of kittens
in the basket also got wet. A swarm of bees came out of the hedge of bushes and stung the
children. A nest of rabbits jumped out of the bushes nearby.
EX 1.10
The congregation of people sat quietly in the church. There was a chest of drawers in the corner of the church.
There was also a bouquet of flowers on the table and a band of musicians to play for the choir of singers on the
stage.
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EX 1.11
1) friendship
2) cleanliness, godliness
3) happiness
4) patience
5) love, honour

6) wealth
7) fragrance
8) poverty
9) heroism
10) charity

11) knowledge, wisdom
12) childhood
13) beauty
14) strength
15) gentleness

EX 1.12
Common Noun
dog, parrot, ruler, book, road,
house, trees, animals,
garbage

Proper Noun
Divali, Darren, May, Monday,
Christmas, August,
Peter, Pitch Lake, Fort George

Abstract Noun
ignorance, punishment, love, greed,
kindness, happiness,
hatred, conspiracy, honesty,
generosity, happiness

EX 1.13

James’ ignorance got him into trouble. He had no patience. His study room had a width of 8
metres and a height of 6 metres. He had great admiration for his teacher. His happiness
knew no bounds. His teacher praised him for his kindness, honesty and for speaking the
truth at all times.
EX 1.14

There was an abundance of roses in the garden. The fragrance of the roses smelt lovely.
The gentleness of breeze helped with the growth of the flowers.
EX 1.15
attraction
admiration
appearance
length
growth
breadth
punctuality
cruelty

kindness
heroism
management
resemblance
assistance
morality
violence
strength
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CHAPTER 2
EX 2.1 - COPY

AND

LEARN

EX 2.2
1) There’ll
2) Won’t

3) Shan’t
4) Who’s

5) We’re
6) I’m, I’ll

7) Needn’t
8) Doesn’t

9) I’d
10) Wouldn’t

EX 2.3
1) Was not
2) Shall not
3) Has not

4) There is
5) He would
6) They will

7) There are
8) It will
9) We have

10) Where is
11) How is
12) Who is

4) There’s
5) Don’t
6) Wouldn’t

7) Mightn’t
8) Doesn’t
9) There’d

10) Who’d
11) Shan’t
12) You’ll

EX 2.4
1) Can’t
2) I’ll
3) They’re

EX 2.5
1) who’s
2) she’s, isn’t
3) doesn’t
4) you’re
5) don’t
6) she’d
7) they’ll

8) haven’t
9) there’s
10) won’t
11) how’s
12) i’ll
13) isn’t
14) hasn’t

15) can’t
16) mightn’t
17) shan’t
18) needn’t
19) didn’t
20) who’d

EX 2.6
Mark doesn’t like to play the piano. He’s going to learn to play the guitar. Kara won’t learn to play any musical
instrument. She ‘ ll learn to swim. Who’s going to learn to play tennis? Mike said he’s. Paula hasn’t learnt to
play any instruments. She ‘d learn to draw. What’s your hobby?

EX 2.7
1) Brother’s
2) Father’s
3) Emily’s
4) Aunt’s

5) Amir’s
6) Friend’s
7) Brandon’s
8) Neighbour’s
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EX 2.8
1) boy’s
2) monkeys’
3) pupils’

4) tigers’
5) ladies’
6) teachers’

7) neighbours’

EX 2.9

Adam and his cousins were at the zoo when Adam’s snack fell on the ground. They noticed the
parrots’ beaks were long. The birds’ feathers were very colourful. The alligator’s tail was long.
The giraffes’ necks were long and the elephants’ ears were huge.
EX 2.10
1) Firemen’s
2) Children’s
3) Mice’s

4) Men’s
5) Women’s
6) Firemen’s

7) Men’s
8) Women’s

EX 2.11
1) Men’s
2) Man’s
3) Friends’
4) Ladies’
5) Firemen’s

6) Oxen’s
7) Vendors’
8) Lady’s
9) Uncle’s
10) Girl’s

11) Men’s
12) Batman’s
13) Woman’s
14) Birds’
15) Children’s

EX 2.12

My neighbour’s house was on fire. The firemen’s boots got soaked as they were extinguishing
the fire. His dog’s paws got trapped in the door and his cats’ tails were caught on fire. Mr.
Lochan’s garden was also destroyed.
EX 2.13
1) Pat’s book
2) My friends’ bicycle
3) Boys’ hats
4) Child’s socks
5) Ladies’ bags

6) Friend’s book
7) Men’s tools
8) Firemen’s helmets
9) The boys’ games
10) The policemen’s guns

11) Ladies’ dresses
12) The vendor vegetables
13) My sister’s house
14) My neighbours’ cars
15) The principal’s computer

EX 2.14

Adrian’s pets are his joy and pride. His dog’s name is Zeus and his cat’s name is Lola. He has
two birds. Their names are Polly and Coco. He also has a rabbit its name is Rosie. His friend’s
dog is Alfie and his cats name is Bella. They are all very cute and playful. Their neighbour’s or
neighbours’ dogs are not very friendly.
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CHAPTER 3
EX 3.1
1) Mitka, Brian
2) Divali
3) Sahil, Melissa
4) When, Guyana
5) Diary Of A Whimpy Kid.

6) Paula-Mae Weekes
7) Aniel, Amrit
8) Keya, Ava, Emperor Valley Zoo.
9) Mount Everest
10) The Kitten

EX 3.2

On Friday, Tyler, Mia and Ranbir are going to Barbados Wildlife Reserve. They are very happy.
There they will see many animals. They read the book ‘Amazing Facts About Baby Animals’.
They all love animals. Tyler’s pet is a parrot called Pie.
EX 3.3
1. May, June and July are months of the year
2. No, I do not want to hold the frog.
3. The tree is tall, old and leafless.
4. Yes, I want to go.
5. We ‘ll see you tomorrow.
6. Zayan ,the footballer, is very famous
7. Oh, please come.
8. When are you going to Antigua?
9. Monday, Tuesday and Friday I am staying home.
10. Mrs. Willian , the principal, is a kind lady

EX 3.4
1) “Where are you going?” asked my father.
2) “You have to clean your room, ” said my mother.
3) The boy announced, “I am not tired, ”
4) The girl said, “I am going to the park later. ”
5) “Did you post the letters? ” asked my sister.
6) “Are we going to the beach? ” asked my brother.
7) “She doesn’ t like to play tennis, ” said her mother.
8) The children asked, “When are we going to visit our aunt? ”

EX 3.5
1) “Did you post the letters? ” asked my sister.
2) Are we going to the beach?
3) “She likes to bake,” said her mother.
4) “They don’ t sleep during the day,” said the lady.
7
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5) “No! ” screamed the girl.
6) “He’s at home,” said the boy.
7) Naeem likes to draw, swim and dance
8) Tom’s book is on the floor.
9) “Why are you crying? ” asked the teacher.
10) We’ ll see you tomorrow.

EX 3.6

The people in West Port were proud of Martin. He grew up to be a doctor. Do you know he
was a very poor boy? He used to ask the villagers, “Do you have any chores for me to do?”
Mr.Ragoo one of the villagers, used to give him chores to do after school on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Saturdays. The money he received; he used it to purchase his books,
uniforms and snacks. What a boy!
EX 3.7

Our Test Report
“Ben and Drew come here!” my teacher shouted in a rough voice. We thought we scored
zero on our test. Ben and I just stared at our teacher, Mr. Gopaul. Our heart almost jumped
out of our body. He said, “I saw both of you scored a perfect score. Did you copy?” “No,
Mr. Gopaul, we didn’ t copy. We studied very hard,” they replied. Well congratulations!
A trip to the Country
That Sunday night, Mr and Mrs. William were returning from Point Fortin. They had gone to
visit their nieces, nephews and parents. There favourite nephew, Frank had won a
scholarship and they went to congratulate him. Suddenly, the car made a strange noise and
stalled . Oh no! exclaimed Mr. William. He tried several times to restart the car but his
efforts were useless . A stranger, Mr . Ramroop, was passing by and assisted him.
Kite Flying
That Saturday, the savannah was carpeted with people. It was kite flying day. There were
kites of different sizes, shapes and colours. My friends Vish, Amir and Ajay were there. As the
wind blew, all the kites soared high into the beautiful, blue sky. Vish said , “Let’s see whose
kite will fly the highest.” What a great day!
An accident
That Tuesday morning, the school bell rang for recess . All the students bolted into the
playground. Suddenly, I heard a loud scream. I went to see what the commotion was about. I
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saw Andrew lying on the ground and blood was flowing from his head. Mike shouted, “Go
quickly and get the red cross teacher, Mr. Jagan.” “How awful!” exclaimed the children.
The Amusement Park
That Friday, my aunt Lizzy decided to take me to the amusement park since I did well in my
weekly test. I met my friends Amar, Louis and Jerry there. We took rides on the roller coaster,
ferris wheel and the merry-go-round. We also ate cotton candy, ice-cream and burgers. What
an awesome day!

CHAPTER 4
EX 4.1
1) bamboos
2) igloos
3) kangaroos
4) radios

5) pianos
6) calypsos
7) zoos
8) kilos

9) hippos
10) photos

EX 4.2
1) Six rivers
2) Four stitches
3) Many churches
4) Many islands
5) I have three wishes
6) Some mountains
7) Many tourists
8) A few witches
9) Several classes
10) A few watches

11) A few torches
12) Many types of gases
13) Several echoes
14) Many crops
15) Several streets
16) Six flamingos
17) Several buses
18) Many arches
19) Two tornadoes
20) Many photos

EX 4.3
1) He owns two factories
2) Four valleys
3) I have three diaries
4) Two libraries
5) Six donkeys
6) Many countries
7) Some monkeys
8) The ladies are pretty.
9) Many kidneys
10) I believe in fairies
11) I visited two cities

12) Several trolleys
13) There are many flies
14) Two turkeys
15) Many stories
16) Two days
17) The families are happy.
18) Five jerseys
19) Several trophies
20) Many spies
21) Many communities
22) Two boys
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EX 4.4
Mrs. Simon kitchen is lovely. It has many shelves. On the shelves there are many spoons, knives and
glasses. In her bedroom, she has many pretty dresses and hair brushes. She has two albums with many
photos. She reads many stories about fairies for her children

EX 4.5
1) Six halves
2) A few loaves of bread
3) Many leaves
4) Many reefs
5) Three thieves
6) I bought two knives
7) A few dwarfs

8) The two calves are weak
9) Three deep cliffs
10) Many lives were saved
11) The shelves were dusty
12) Two big roofs
13) Wolves are scary
14) Their wives are angry

EX 4.6
On the farm, Mr. Brown has four goats, two kangaroos, two donkeys, a few calves and some ponies.
Nearby, there is a forest where some bears, foxes and wolves roam. There are many massive trees which
have large branches with lots of leaves.

EX 4.7

There are many boys and girls who dropped out of school and didn’t finish their education.
Some of them get jobs in a few bakeries. They display the different pastries and loaves of
bread on trays on glass shelves. They use many knives to cut the cakes into halves.
EX 4.8
My two brothers-in-law went in the forest to hunt. The two men were bare feet. There were many dried leaves
on the ground. There were many sheep, deer, monkeys and bears in the forest. There were trees with many
gigantic branches. They enjoyed the quietness of the forest.

EX 4.9
1) The girl won many prizes at the fair.
2) The three mice made the man scream.
3) The two chiefs went on a long journey.
4) There are many cherries on the tree.
5) My two sisters-in-law made two chocolate cakes.
6) Tyler bought six boxes of tomatoes.
7) We heard the echoes of the two boys clearly.
10
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8) Two glasses fell from the shelf.
9) Many of the passers-by were very curious.
10) My two brothers-in-law caught six butterflies.

CHAPTER 5
EX 5.1
1) to play
2) to jog
3) to clean
4) to swim

5) to leave
6) to do
7) to bathe
8) to hear

9) to earn
10) to decorate

5) wrote
6) fled
7) destroyed
8) flows

9) told
10) received

5) is
6) were
7) were
8) are

9) has
10) is
11) have
12) were

5) arrived
6) plays
7) drives
8) fascinated

9) exercises
10) looked

EX 5.2
1) drank
2) wears
3) shouted
4) chased

EX 5.3
1) were
2) are
3) has
4) have

EX 5.4
1) is
2) stopped
3) has
4) was

EX 5.5
1) have cleaned
2) could have done
3) am working
4) has received
5) has sold
6) am looking

7) have moved
8) has scattered
9) is speaking
10) are making
11) has scored
12) could have been

13) will be going
14) has been working
15) will see
16) could have written

EX 5.6
1) flows
2) writes
3) studies
4) goes

5) cries
6) washes
7) swims
8) chirps

9) feeds
10) cuts
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EX 5.7
1) swim
2) play
3) go
4) jog

5) do
6) are
7) drink
8) prepare

9) study
10) like

5) have
6) play
7) eats
8) go

9) plays
10) have
11) sing
12) cooks

EX 5.8
1) works
2) is
3) teaches
4) swim

EX 5.9
1) She writes neatly in her books.
2) The benches in the classroom are old.
3) They wake up late on Sunday mornings.
4) My aunt comes to visit us often from Florida.
5) Kara and Cherry are my best friends.
6) The house needs repairing since it is thirty years old.
7) The trees are lofty and they give a lot of shade.
8) My parents attend P.T.A. meetings regularly at my school.
9) Mr. Ragan, my teacher, says that I am a very hard working student.
10) Franco drives for twenty kilometres to go and see his grandmother.

EX 5.10

Mr. Brown feeds the animals on the farm daily. He puts grains in a tray for the hens. The
hens lay eggs every day. He collects them and places them into a basket. He puts water for
them into a bowl. He and his wife clean the pens. He gets a lot of milk from the cow. He sells
the milk to the neighbours. The neighbours enjoy the milk. They are very pleased with the
quality.
EX 5.11

Mr. Joseph goes to work every day. He works in Diego Martin in a studio. He takes photos for
magazines as well as newspapers. He has many customers because he takes good quality
shots for a reasonable and affordable price.
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EX 5.12

Lisa loves art. She also likes to make crafts and origami. She has a collection of her drawings
and paintings. Her mother keeps them in beautiful frames and hangs them on the wall. She
hopes to become an art teacher when she grows up.
Betty has several hobbies. They are reading, swimming and playing tennis but the one that she enjoys the
most is reading. She reads a lot of story books. She has a large collection of storybooks at home. Her parents
made a mini library for her. She really enjoys reading because it gives her pleasure and knowledge.

EX 5.13
1) explored
2) happened
3) excited
4) enchanted

5) investigated
6) assisted
7) prepared
8) completed

9) decided
10) fascinated
11) descended
12) perspired

EX 5.14
1) screamed
2) encouraged
3) raised
4) leaped
5) wasted

6) related
7) completed
8) assisted
9) surprised
10) provided

11) connected
12) solved
13) refused
14) investigated
15) served

4) received
5) ascended
6) located

7) waited
8) frightened

EX 5.15
1) laughed
2) decided
3) explored

EX 5.16

After playing, Ayaan always packs away his toys neatly. He was delighted when he received
a new toy. He laughed happily as he opened the gift. He got the toy because he performed
well in his test. He studied very diligently. His father had promised him if he had performed
well he will get a reward. He cleaned his room often. He puts his dirty clothes in the wash
basket. He never drops trash on the floor. He obeys the rules in school and at home. He is a
very obedient boy.
EX 5.17
1) occurred
2) begged
3) horrified
4) waited

5) cheated
6) stirred
7) quarrelled
8) studied
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EX 5.18
1) applied
2) stopped
3) studied
4) travelled

5) occurred
6) dripped
7) waited
8) fried

9) quarrelled
10) occupied
11) slipped
12) hurried

5) replied
6) cried
7) emptied
8) occurred

9) asked
10) poured

EX 5.19
1) supplied
2) copied
3) satisfied
4) stirred

EX 5.20

Mary teaches me to read every day. She takes care of me in school. She carries my back pack
for me daily. She sings to me every night before I go to sleep. She makes me eat all my meals.
She buys many pretty dresses and story books for me. I will always remember her sweetness
and kindness.
EX 5.21
1) serves
2) travelled
3) revealed
4) hurried

5) prayed
6) completed
7) horrified
8) clapped

9) terrified
10) assisted

EX 5.22
1) knew
2) chose
3) bought
4) bit
5) wrote

6) wore
7) taught
8) gave
9) crept
10) sang

11) broke
12) was
13) fell
14) did
15) caught

16) felt
17) forgot
18) built
19) took
20) hid

6) caught
7) struck
8) saw
9) began
10) fell

11) spoke
12) went
13) sang
14) taught
15) left

16) bit
17) drank
18) stole
19) ate
20) chose

EX 5.23
1) took
2) wore
3) sewed
4) drove
5) swam
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EX 5.24

After Mike and Lucy travelled for four hours, they were exhausted. They were on vacation
for two weeks in Barbados. They enjoyed bathing in the lovely beaches. They also shopped
and bought many souvenirs. They ate a lot of fried fish. They went site seeing and visited the
famous Harrison s Cave. They drank their favourite smoothies. They climbed many
mountains. They jogged in the park on mornings. They went to the spa and received
massages. They enjoyed them immensely.
EX 5.25

Mary taught me to read and write. She took care of me when I was a baby. She carried me to
school when I was five years old. She sang to me every night before I went to sleep when I
was a baby. I drank all my milk as a baby. I began to creep when I was six months old. I drew
a picture of a rabbit when I was five years old. She made sure I ate my food. She bought
many pretty dresses for me. I will always remember her gentleness and kindness.
EX 5.26
1) will
2) shall/will
3) shall/will
4) will

5) shall/will
6) will
7) shall/will
8) will

9) shall/will
10) will
11) will
12) shall/ will

13) shall/will
14) shall/will
15) will
16) will

EX 5.27
Brian will take his pet dog, rex to the vet tomorrow. He and his mother will take him for his regular check-up.
They make sure and follow the vet’s instructions. Brian takes him for his exercise regularly and he bathes and
feeds him also. He plays with him often. He loves his pet very much. He gives him all his love and attention.

EX 5.28
1) is begging
2) are cancelling
3) is mowing
4) is palpating

5) is combing
6) is sipping
7) is supplying
8) are investigating

9) is studying
10) are smiling
11) am searching
12) is wrapping

EX 5.29
1) beginning
2) rowing
3) shining
11)

4) rotting
5) sipping
6) smiling

7) supplying
8) wiping
9) driving

15
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EX 5.30
1) am wearing
2) is coming
3) am riding
4) are sipping

5) is working
6) are having
7) is dripping
8) are sleeping

9) is scrubbing
10) am giving
11) are travelling
12) is preparing

13) was stopping
14) were playing
15) am searching
16) are cancelling

EX 5.31
1) is shaving
2) am using
3) am fixing
4) are changing

5) are trimming
6) are preparing
7) is watering
8) are waving

9) are cutting
10) is making
11) am getting
12) is writing

5) was sipping
6) was smiling
7) was wagging
8) were coming

9) were cutting
10) were fixing

EX 5.32
1) was watching
2) was studying
3) were waving
4) were shouting

EX 5.33
1) were washing
2) was shopping
3) was studying
4) was driving
5) was entering, was escaping
6) was skipping, were looking

7) was helping
8) was stirring
9) was writing
10) were eating
11) was putting
12) was mowing

EX 5.34
Present Tense

Past Tense

Past Participle

Present Tense

Past Tense

Past Participle

decide

decided

decided

compel

compelled

compelled

locate

located

located

stir

stirred

stirred

explore

explored

explored

serve

served

served

delight

delighted

delighted

surprise

surprised

surprised

scream

screamed

screamed

wait

waited

waited

wonder

wondered

wondered

accompany

accompanied

accompanied

protect

protected

protected

study

studied

studied

deny

denied

denied

hurry

hurried

hurried

reply

replied

replied

carry

carried

carried

bury

buried

buried

frighten

frightened

frightened

satisfy

satisfied

satisfied

prefer

preferred

preferred

skid

skidded

skidded
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EX 5.35
1) decided
2) compelled
3) won

4) replied
5) delighted
6) surprised

7) accompanied
8) located

EX 5.36
Present Tense

Past Tense

break

broke

Past
Participle
broken

Present Tense

Past Tense

sing

sang

Past
Participle
sung

catch

caught

caught

steal

stole

stolen

drive

drove

driven

teach

taught

taught

give

gave

given

think

thought

thought

ride

rode

ridden

write

wrote

written

rise

rose

risen

EX 5.37
1) given
2) torn
3) done
4) hidden

5) thrown
6) written
7) drawn
8) planted

9) bitten
10) sprung
11) ridden
12) shown

13) called
14) eaten
15) read
16) worn

5) blew
6) drawn
7) driven
8) done

9) sewn
10) chosen
11) broke
12) drank

13) struck
14) written
15) stood

11) grown
12) given
13) drawn
14) driven
15) written

16) thrown
17) slain
18) stolen
19) run
20) come

EX 5.38
1) bit
2) mown
3) began
4) given

EX 5.39
1) caught
2) received
3) seen
4) sowed
5) stolen

6) come
7) crept
8) eaten
9) fell
10) forgotten

EX 5.40
1) write
2) feel
3) tear

4) hide
5) speak
6) feed

7) drink
8) meet
9) see
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EX 5.41

Mary has sown many seeds in her flower garden. After several weeks, they grew into lovely
plants. For weeks, she took great care of them. She watered and pruned them. Eventually,
they began to blossom. When they did, she picked them and gave them to her neighbours.
They appreciated her kindness. They have never seen such beautiful flowers. Every day she
made a bouquet of flowers with them.

CHAPTER 6
EX 6.1
1) He did not know where the money was hidden.
2) She did not try her best to work the sum.
3) He did not know the answer.
4) We did not go to visit our aunt.
5) My father did not take me to the zoo.
6) Ted does not like to watch television.
7) The nurse does not take care of the patients.
8) The children do not wish to play now.
9) James does not go to school.
10) I will not take care of the baby.
11) They do not go to church every Sunday.
12) Some children do not like to study.
13) We did not witness the accident.
14) The lady does not prepare the meal.
15) The fruits are not sweet.
16) I did not do my test well.
17) We will not paint the wall.
18) The teacher was not helpful

EX 6.2
1) Have you seen the accident?
2) Has she washed the car? Did she wash the car?
3) Has he spoken to them?
4) Are the flowers lovely?
5) Has she written the test?
6) Has he picked the fruits?
7) Is she tidying the house?
8) Have the girls seen the new movie?
9) Have they found the lost dog?
10) Have the children copied for the test? Did the children copy for the test?
11) Did he work last night?
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12) Have they completed their project? Did they complete the project?

EX 6.3
1) The lady/S/P has a beautiful baby.
2) The roses/S/P are very beautiful.
3) His father /S/P gave him a huge house.
4) Ted /S/P will buy you a new computer.
5) My sister /S/P came home early.
6) Mr. Wilson/S/P took his children to the zoo.
7) The woman/S/P spoke to the children softly.
8) The children/S/P sang sweetly in the choir.
9) The basket/S/P has many ripe fruits.
10) The strong wind /S/P blew down the tree.
11) The flowers /S/P have a sweet aroma.
12) The ball/S/P fell into the swimming pool.

EX 6.4
1) I/S/ have/V/O a bird as a pet.
2) The baker/S/ sold /V/O some stale bread.
3) The black cat/S/ has /V/O two kittens.
4) We /S/bought/V/O an expensive house.
5) Shane/S/ sold/V/O me some cards.
6) Steven /S/bought/V/O an interesting book.
7) The boy/S/ ate/V/O two burgers.
8) Tom /S/is flying /V/O his kite.
9) Molly/S/ has/V/O ten dollars.
10) We /S/visited/V/O our cousin.
11) Zaria/S/ received /V/O a reward.
12) My father/S/ bought /V/O a silver chain.
13) Each boy/S/ received/V/O a medal.
14) The little boy/S/ chased /V/O the butterfly.
15) My teacher /S/got/V/O a box of chocolates.
16) The boy/S/ sold/V/O his old computer.
17) The girl/S/ made/V/O a delicious cake.
18) My father/S/ mowed /V/O the lawn.
19) She /S/ entered /V/O the competition.
20) Mary/S/ sang/V/O a beautiful song.
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CHAPTER 7
EX 7.1
1) plays
2) reads
3) flies

4) sings
5) smiles
6) hurries

7) does
8) was
9) speaks

10) works
11) swims
12) runs

4) cook
5) hurry
6) sleep

7) laugh
8) swim
9) draw

10) study

EX 7.2
1) see
2) like
3) work

EX 7.3
Simran plays the piano well. Andy and Kajol like to play the drums. They go for practice often. Salman draws
well. He wants to be an artist when he grows up. Linda wishes to be a model.

EX 7.4
1) go
2) work
3) have

4) have
5) were
6) see

7) come
8) write
9) wait

10) are

EX 7.5
1) talk
2) swim
3) do
4) sells
5) go

6) try
7) are
8) behaves
9) likes
10) enjoys

11) eat
12) studies
13) keeps
14) doesn’t
15) exercise

16) Does
17) hope
18) write
19) are
20) washes

4) provide
5) sleep
6) work

7) fight
8) watch
9) play

10) are

4) like
5) are
6) are

7) behaves
8) dislikes
9) ride

10) tries

EX 7.6
1) go
2) jog
3) are

EX 7.7
1) goes
2) play
3) enjoy
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EX 7.8
Mathew and William are good friends. They both like to dance but their other friends don’t like to dance. They
enjoy swimming and playing tennis. On evenings, Mathew does Art and William goes to the gym. Mathew and
William enjoy singing in the school choir.

EX 7.9
1) has
2) is
3) is

4) was
5) was
6) has

7) knows
8) is
9) has

10) has

4) go
5) washes
6) are

7) wants
8) sells
9) are

10) go
11) was
12) is

EX 7.10
1) exercise
2) is
3) likes

EX 7.11
Chelsea and Bruce are going on a vacation. Chelsea likes to shop and Bruce enjoys swimming in the pool at the
hotel. Neither of them goes sightseeing. Chelsea orders her foods at the hotel.

EX 7.12
1) was
2) has
3) is
4) has

5) wants
6) knows
7) is
8) wants

9) is
10) is
11) was
12) is

13) travels
14) was

EX 7.13
1) play
2) has
3) knows

4) has
5) likes
6) are

7) knows
8) wants
9) Are

10) needs
11) like
12) enjoy

11) Has
12) Needs
13) were
14) works
15) Does

16) gave
17) is
18) has
19) travels
20) are

EX 7.14
1) like
2) studies
3) is
4) watch
5) are

6) washes
7) celebrate
8) are
9) are
10) is

EX 7.15
It was Monday, the first day of the school. They were very excited about meeting their friends. The boys were
playing football. Suddenly, one of them was injured when he fell. Mr. Jagan, the coach, went and attended to
him. The principal called Tony’s parents. They came quickly. They carried him to the hospital. The teachers and
the pupils were in their classroom. They stayed there for two hours. After, they ordered spaghetti and meatball
to celebrate their first day of school.
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CHAPTER 8
EX 8.1
1) helpful
2) intelligent
3) lovely
4) sporty

5) playful
6) mammoth, blue
7) mango, huge
8) wooden

9) rich, proud
10) interesting
11) door, rusty
12) brilliant

EX 8.2
1) talking
2) this, mine
3) exciting
4) those
5) that
6) favourite, cheese
7) fish

8) wooden
9) horrible
10) lovely, pink
11) timid
12) feeble
13) that
14) Those, juicy, sweet

15) clumsy, smart
16) this, beautiful
17) whose
18) strong, brave
19) six
20) many

EX 8.3
Words

Adjectives

Words

Adjectives

salt

salty

hair

hairy

dirt

dirty

dust

dusty

rust

rusty

rain

rainy

cloud

cloudy

wind

windy

wealth

wealthy

speed

speedy

health

healthy

oil

oily

room

roomy

guilt

guilty

storm

stormy

heart

hearty

Words

Adjectives

Words

Adjectives

stone

stony

juice

juicy

wave

wavy

shade

shady

noise

noisy

haze

hazy

smoke

smoky

shine

shiny

breeze

breezy

spice

spicy

taste

tasty

scare

scary

grease

greasy

haste

hasty

EX 8.4
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EX 8.5
Words

Adjectives

Words

Adjectives

sun

sunny

grit

gritty

mud

muddy

fur

furry

star

starry

bag

baggy

fun

funny

fog

foggy

wit

witty

spot

spotty

knot

knotty

skin

skinny

EX 8.6
advantage
danger

advantageous
dangerous

peril

perilous

poison

poisonous

mountain

mountainous

courage

courageous

EX 8.7
Words
glory

Adjectives
glorious

mystery

mysterious

industry

industrious

victory

victorious

luxury

luxurious

injury

injurious

fury

furious

melody

melodious

EX 8.9
Positive
soft
safe
cold
ripe
great
fast
long
pure

Comparative
softer
safer
colder
riper
greater
faster
longer
purer

Superlative
softest
safest
coldest
ripest
greatest
fastest
longest
purest
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Positive
fierce
tame
smart
nice
slow
fine

Comparative
fiercer
tamer
smarter
nicer
slower
finer

Superlative
fiercest
tamest
smartest
nicest
slowest
finest

EX 8.10
1) taller
2) highest

3) wisest
4) later

5) fiercest
6) nicest

6) braver
7) softer
8) coldest
9) longer
10) finest

11) fiercest
12) cleverest
13) kindest
14) shorter
15) safest

EX 8.11
1) tamest
2) neatest
3) riper
4) sweeter
5) fastest

EX 8.12
It was Sunday morning. The boys were running in the park. Mark was the fastest runner among them. Mark was
braver than Peter. Peter was the quietest boy in the class. Mark was also smarter than Peter. Peter was the
nicest boy in the class. He was also the kindest person I had ever met.

EX 8.13
1) taller
2) later
3) riper
4) wisest
13)

5) smartest
6) braver (remove more)
7) darkest
8) sooner

9) neatest
10) tamest
11) richer (remove more)
12) quietest

EX 8.14

Positive
sad
red
heavy
noisy
happy
wet
funny
busy
wealthy
angry
thin

Comparative
sadder
redder
heavier
noisier
happier
wetter
funnier
busier
wealthier
angrier
thinner

Superlative
saddest
reddest
heaviest
noisiest
happiest
wettest
funniest
busiest
wealthiest
angriest
thinner

Positive
hungry
fat
slim
pretty
healthy
ugly
holy
big
friendly
clumsy
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Comparative
hungrier
fatter
slimmer
prettier
healthier
uglier
holier
bigger
friendlier
clumsier

Superlative
hungriest
fattest
slimmest
prettiest
healthiest
ugliest
holiest
biggest
friendliest
clumsiest
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EX 8.15
1) thinnest
2) bigger
3) funniest

4) prettiest
5) ugliest
6) hungrier

7) redder
8) clumsiest
9) noisier

10) holiest
11) saddest
12) wetter

EX 8.16
1) healthier
2) easier
3) slimmer
4) maddest
5) cleanest
6) darker
7) nearer

8) riper
9) nicest
10) healthiest
11) lovelier
12) wealthier
13) fatter
14) prettier

15) smartest
16) oldest
17) later (remove more)
18) hottest
19) busiest
20) biggest

EX 8.17

China Town is the finest town in the city. Mr. Chin is the wealthiest person in the city. He
owns the fastest car among everyone. He is taller and slimmer than his brother. He is the
happiest and busiest person in his family. He is the kindest and warmest person anyone has
ever met. He is also a braver and fiercer businessman than his brother.
EX 8.18
Positive
graceful
cautious
famous
generous
furious
careful
beautiful
grateful
wonderful
comfortable
intelligent
helpful
dangerous

Comparative
more graceful
more cautious
more famous
more generous
more furious
careful
more beautiful
more grateful
more wonderful
more comfortable
more intelligent
more helpful
more dangerous

Superlative
most graceful
most cautious
most famous
most generous
most furious
most careful
most beautiful
most grateful
most wonderful
most comfortable
most intelligent
most helpful
most dangerous
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EX 8.19
1) most comfortable
2) most brilliant
3) most beautiful
4) more famous

5) more mischievous
6) most handsome
7) most intelligent
8) most ignorant

9) most difficult
10) more dangerous
11) less cautious
12) less expensive

5) better
6) farther
7) worst
8) more

9) less
10) more

EX 8.21
1) worst
2) better
3) farthest
4) least

EX 8.22
1) fastest
2) later
3) most
4) best
5) most generous
6) most intelligent
7) worst
8) more
9) funnier
10) most favourite

EX 8.23
1) most intelligent
2) taller
3) best
4) wetter
5) worst

6) earlier
7) most
8) shakier
9) simpler
10) cleverest

11) less
12) more cautious
13) narrower
14) shadier
15) simplest

EX 8.24

Thomas went into the store and bought the most expensive shoes and the cheapest pair of
pants. He tells the funniest stories. He is also the simplest and most generous person I know.
He gives gifts to the needy children in the village.
EX 8.25
Free Response
1) There is a (pretty, lovely, colourful) rainbow in the (huge, blue, lovely) sky.
2) The (happy, ecstatic, jolly) children are playing (lovely) music.
3) Kara has small, cute feet.
4) Brian bought a huge, expensive ball to play football.
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CHAPTER 9
EX 9.1
1) gracefully
2) sweetly
3) patiently

4) gingerly
5) stealthily
6) heatedly

7) faithfully
8) hurriedly
9) accidentally

10) neatly
11) seriously
12) gleefully

4) early
5) sometimes
6) later

7) afterwards
8) always
9) soon

10) before
11) yesterday
12) Lately

EX 9.2
1) now
2) recently
3) tomorrow

EX 9.3
1) outside
2) anywhere
3) inside
4) there

5) away
6) upstairs
7) under
8) there

9) here
10) everywhere
11) below
12) up

13) near
14) far

13) quite
14) more
15) much
16) very
17) too
18) here

19) well
20) quite
21) quite
22) extremely
23) where
24) quite

EX 9.4
1) almost
2) extremely
3) very
4) rather
5) very, neatly
6) almost

7) exceedingly
8) soon
9) just
10) too
11) when
12) slightly

EX 9.5
The teacher came quickly when Jerry began to scream. His friend, Mark, had pushed him down accidentally and
he was badly hurt. The teacher put him in the car easily and immediately took him to the hospital. The doctor
was exceedingly kind. He attended to Jerry’ s injuries carefully. Jerry waited patiently for him to complete his
examination. He thanked him profusely. Mark apologised and Jerry gladly accepted.

EX 9.6
1) poorly
2) patiently
3) gladly
4) anxiously
5) bravely

6) proudly
7) fairly
8) willingly
9) suddenly
10) distinctly

11) hopefully
12) carefully
13) truthfully
14) skilfully
15) sadly

16) equally
17) loyally
18) fatally
19) cautiously
20) annually

5) heavily
6) clumsily
7) easily
8) merrily

9) haughtily
10) lazily
11) prettily
12) hurriedly

13) happily
14) crazily
15) hungrily
16) heartily

EX 9.7
1) noisily
2) luckily
3) steadily
4) wearily
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EX 9.8
Positive
soon

Comparative
sooner

Superlative
soonest

fast

faster

fastest

long

longer

longest

early

earlier

earliest

greedily

more greedily

most greedily

bravely

more bravely

most bravely

carefully

more carefully

most carefully

easily

more easily

most easily

slowly

more slowly

most slowly

clearly

more clearly

most clearly

briefly

more briefly

most briefly

happily

more happily

most happily

quickly

more quickly

most quickly

sweetly

more sweetly

most sweetly

brilliantly

more brilliantly

most brilliantly

willingly

more willingly

most willingly

loudly

more loudly

most loudly

freely

more freely

most freely

distinctly

more distinctly

distinctly

bitterly

more bitterly

most bitterly

respectfully

more respectfully

most respectfully

EX 9.11
1) most bitterly
2) fastest
3) more frequently
4) most loudly

5) worst
6) farthest
7) more sweetly
8) more cautiously

9) better
10) more quickly
11) most greedily
12) most seriously

EX 9.12
Mr. Kumar was driving cautiously. Suddenly, Mr. Ramroop ‘s car appeared. He was driving carelessly and he
collided with Mr. Kumar’s car. He was seriously injured in the accident. A few passers-by witnessed the accident
and quickly called the ambulance. It came immediately and carried him to the hospital. Mr. Kumar seldomly
drives during the night. He drives more carefully than his neighbour, Mr. Ramroop.
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EX 9.13
Free Response
1) Andy swims (carefully, happily) in the (pool or sea.)
2) My friends exercise happily every day.
3) Kyle writes neatly in her note book.
4) Mr. Lloyd spoke softly, gently to the little children.

EX 9.14
1) The ________woman ________crossed the _________ road with her walking stick.
2) The ________dog ________ate the ________ piece of steak.
3) The ________lady gave the ________ cat some milk and she lapped it up________.
4) The ________fireman ________ saved the ________ boy from getting burnt.
5) The ________boys were playing ________in the ________park.

CHAPTER 10
EX 10.1
1) across
2) for
3) with

4) beside
5) under
6) past

7) on
8) over
9) along

10) without

6) on
7) across
8) behind
9) past
10) up

11) on
12) along
13) beside
14) near
15) behind

16) among
17) through
18) from
19) without
20) between

EX 10.2
1) at
2) around
3) for
4) into
5) under

EX 10.4
1) afraid of
2) filled with
3) agree with (someone)
4) part with (something)
5) angry at (something)
6) He jumped into the pool.
7) Divide between the two boys.
8) She died of hunger.
9) I prefer cricket to football.
10) The principal was angry with the students.
11) The boy had to apologise to his teacher.
12) The pizza was shared among the eight boys.
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EX 10.5
1) We went into the supermarket.
2) The little boy did not want to part from his mother.
3) I got angry with my friend.
4) The basket was filled with fruits.
5) I am involved in many activities.
6) Parents are proud of their children.
7) I am familiar with the house.
8) She is guilty of stealing the fruits.
9) Polly took pride in cleaning her room.
10) I have to divide the cake among the six children.
11) The old man died of heart failure.
12) The little boy didn’t want to part with his teddy bear.

EX 10.6
1) I agree to that plan.
2) The little boy was afraid of the injection.
3) This dress is similar to mine.
4) I don’t agree with him.
5) The dog ran into the house.
6) He died of dengue fever.
7) Share the fruit among the six of us.
8) I agree with my friend.
9) We cannot part from our parents.
10) The little boy is afraid of the darkness.
11) Tom was conscious of what was happening.
12) The little boy doesn’t want to part with his toys.

EX 10.7

Everyone was proud of the team when they won the match. They bought six pizzas and
divided them among the twelve players. They were involved in many other activities. They
sat opposite to the other team that lost. The losing team was angry with their coach.
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CHAPTER 11
EX 11.1
1) He
2) She, them
3) Him

4) Her
5) She
6) Them

7) He
8) Him
9) Us

10) ours

EX 11.2
1) I
2) We, them
3) She, I
4) They, us
5) Mine

6) Ours
7) They, us
8) He, me
9) Yours
10) Theirs

11) She, me
12) Yours
13) Theirs
14) Them
15) They

16) He
17) We
18) I, him
19) We, her, us
20) He, me

EX 11.3
1) She
2) She
3) It

4) We
5) They
6) She

7) They
8) We
9) They

10) They
11) Them
12) her

EX 11.4
Marissa gave her brother, Bobby, a book for his birthday. She loves her brother very much. He was four
years old. She cares for him immensely. Their parents always give them a special gift for their birthday.
Marissa likes playing hide and seek with him. Her brother enjoys playing with her. Their parents always
take them to their favourite restaurant. The manager decorates the restaurant beautifully and always
gives them a special birthday cake. They eat their delicious food happily.

EX 11.5
1) You
2) I, we, they
3) You

4) I
5) I
6) You

7) She, He, It
8) We, They
9) We, They

10) It

4) Him
5) Her
6) Us

7) Them
8) Her
9) Them

10) her

EX 11.6
1) Him
2) Him
3) Me

EX 11.7
1) He cleaned the house.
2) We have finished the preparation.
3) They are going on vacation.
4) I will show you the direction.
5) She and I went to the zoo.
6) I gave her the ticket.
7) We saw them at the mall.

8) They do not like us.
9) Let us do the chores.
10) I followed him to school.
11) We played with them often.
12) He showed us his test report.
13) We bought a cake for her.
14) They visited him yesterday
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EX 11.8
We boarded the bus hurriedly and we quickly and excitedly took our seats. The driver gave me the most
comfortable seat. He listened to us sing happily. The coach gave us last minutes instructions on how we
should play. When we arrived at the stadium, my friends and I quickly scurried off into the stadium.

EX 11.9
1) himself, herself
2) himself
3) myself
4) himself
5) myself

6) herself
7) itself
8) themselves
9) itself
10) yourself

11) yourself
12) himself
13) themselves
14) oneself
15) myself

EX 11.10
1) She made the cakes herself.
2) They studied by themselves.
3) You do it yourself.
4) Sam saw himself in the mirror.
5) The children tidied the room themselves.
6) We did the work ourselves.
7) Rex cleaned the car himself.
8) My father cut himself while shaving.
9) He did all the work by himself.
10) My mother made the dress by herself.

EX 11.11
1) mine
2) yours
3) hers

4) ours
5) yours
6) his

7) ours
8) theirs
9) mine

10) his

EX 11.12
Brian washed the car himself since the car belongs to him. He also has a house which belongs to him. He
built it by himself. Brian and I own a boat. It is ours. Brian and I also have a dog. It is ours. We made a
kennel by ourselves for the dog. I have a parrot. It is mine.

EX 11.13
1) Susan and they are outside.
2) She sent me a message.
3) This game belongs to my sister and me.
4) This is my chain.
5) I saw him at the mall.
6) Sally took me to the beach.

7) My friend and I went to the zoo.
8) We did the project ourselves.
9) Fred and I rowed the boat.
10) We waited for him to return.
11) I will allow her to enter the race.
12) My mother sewed the dress herself.
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EX 11.14
1) I know the man who owns this car.
2) This is the girl who drank all the milk.
3) I am the gardener who planted these flowers.
4) This is Mrs. Persad who taught me in school.
5) These are the students who disobeyed the principal.

EX 11.15
1) I am the teacher who teaches you every day.
2) This is my friend who built the church.
3) This is the dog that bit the man.
4) This is the ring that I lost.
5) This is the child who was crying.
6) I know the man who owns this bicycle.
7) That is the boy who stole my watch.
8) We found the cat that was lost.
9) This is the girl who is my friend.
10) Adel is the boy who took the teacher’s pen.

EX 11.16
1) that
2) which/that
3) who

4) Which
5) that
6) who

7) that
8) which/that
9) who

10) that/which
11) Who
12) who

4) Whose
5) Whose
6) Who

7) Who
8) Whose
9) Who

10) whose

EX 11.17
1) Who
2) Whose
3) Who
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CHAPTER 12
EX 12.1
1) and
2) or
3) because
4) but
5) and

6) where
7) until
8) since
9) where
10) if

11) while
12) although
13) when
14) but
15) or

EX 12.2
1) I am tall and handsome.
2) The tree is gigantic and old.
3) We vomited the food because it was spoilt.
4) Please come in but don’t make any noise.
5) The little boy cried because he fell down.
6) I spoke to him but he did not reply.
7) I don’t like Priya because she is selfish.
8) I am not going to work because I am tired.
9) She is pretty and smart.
10) She failed her test because she did not study.
11) I called him but he did not come.
12) We stayed indoors as it was raining heavily.

EX 12.3
1) I have one brother and two sisters.
2) My friend hugged me since it was my birthday.
3) Tina bought a ring but she did not like it.
4) I am happy but he is melancholy.
5) I was angry with my friend because he lied to me.
6) I am not going to the party because I am feeling ill.
7) The lady is kind and friendly.
8) My father gave me ten dollars because I washed his car.
9) He is healthy and happy.
10) I am not going to the show because I don’t have a ticket.
11) Paul failed his test because he did not study.
12) I did not run the race. My leg was injured.
13) As he was tired, he stayed home to rest.
14) The dress is pretty but it is expensive I couldn’t afford to buy it.
15) As he was absent from school, he had to copy the notes from his friend.
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17) so
18) while
19) although
20) as
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EX 12.4
1) We went to sleep early but we got up late.
2) She stayed inside because it was raining heavily.
3) All the shops are closed since, as it is a holiday.
4) They should hurry or they will be late.
5) He tried hard but he did not succeed.
6) You can spend the money or you can save the money.
7) He went to the mall but he did not buy anything.
8) You can come with us or you can stay at home.
9) I drank the tea quickly because it was cold.
10) Varic reached to school as the bell rang.
11) Sid picked the cherries and he put them into his pocket.
12) As Sunil put the money into his wallet, he got caught.
13) Dillon reached the store as it was closing.
14) Tell me the truth at once or you will be punished.
15) As Edward went outside, he fell down.

EX 12.5
1) This store sells furniture and it also sells appliances.
2) He is industrious and he is ambitious./ He is industrious and ambitious
3) The baby is cute and chubby.
4) She is hungry but she has nothing to eat.
5) We went to the store but we did not stay long.
6) You can read a book or you can watch television.
7) She is very outspoken but her sister is very shy.
8) I went on vacation but I did not enjoy myself.
9) Fred wanted to buy a snack since /as he is hungry.
10) As Sanjay stepped outside, the thief grabbed his bag.
11) We drank the water quickly because we were very thirsty.
12) My mother gives toys to the homeless children because she is a kind person.
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CHAPTER 13
EX 13.1
1) steak
2) steel
3) beat

4) suite
5) rap
6) staring

7) wrings
8) road
9) dye

10) foul

4) beet
5) sweet
6) wrap

7) rings
8) rowed
9) die

10) fowls

EX 13.2
1) stairs
2) stake
3) steals

EX 13.3
Since it was Mandy’s engagement party, her friends ordered her favourite foods which were steak and
beet for her to eat. She used a knife and spoon made of steel to eat. She ate her special cake but it was
too sweet. She showed everyone the ring when she took it out from a wrapped gift box.

EX 13.4
1) sell
2) hoarse
3) peel

4) piece
5) pour
6) allowed

7) soar
8) role
9) born

10) pores

4) aloud
5) paws
6) sore

7) borne
8) rode
9) peal

10) roll

4) creak
5) site
6) higher

7) groan
8) reigning
9) gamble

10) loan

4) break
5) creak
6) sight

7) lone
8) grown
9) rain

10) gambol

EX 13.5
1) peace
2) cell
3) horse

EX 13.6
1) earn
2) due
3) brakes

EX 13.7
1) hire
2) urn
3) dew

EX 13.8

The vendors are selling on the streets although they are not allowed. They pour water on
their fruits to keep them fresh. The car drivers are having problems driving through the
narrow streets. They peel oranges for the customers to sample. The vendors earn a lot of
money by selling their goods. The sight of the sweet apples makes the customers smile.
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EX 13.9
1) banned
2) aisle
3) weather

4) bear
5) wood
6) shore

7) rode
8) profit
9) find

10) course
11) flea
12) stationery

9) coarse
10) fined
11) flee
12) sole

13) bears
14) piece
15) stationary

EX 13.10
1) whale
2) threw
3) band
4) beach

5) whether
6) isle
7) bough
8) prophet

EX 13.11
1) Their
2) there
3) there

4) their
5) There
6) Their

7) There
8) Their
9) There

10) there

4) too
5) to
6) too

7) two
8) to
9) two

10) to

4) Whose
5) Whose
6) Who’s

7) Whose
8) Whose
9) Who’s

10) Who’s

4) sole
5) course
6) wrap

7) through
8) weather
9) aisle

10) wail
11) site
12) groan

EX 13.12
1) too
2) two
3) to

EX 13.13
1) Who’s
2) Who’s
3) Who’s

EX 13.14
1) breathe
2) fear
3) dye

EX 13.15

Imran and Rachelle rode their new bicycles at the park. There were other children watching
their kites soaring high into the air. The two boys are happy. They met their friends Yash and
Ava there. They also have a pair of birds. They enjoy the peace and calmness of the park.
There is a horse at the park for children to ride.
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CHAPTER 14
EX 14.1

Adam and Ben were permitted to play in the gigantic/ big park. The park was quiet/peaceful
there were only a few people. They were two courageous and clever boys. They weren’t
afraid of anyone. They gathered many rocks at the park. Ben consumed too many pies and
his abdomen began to pain/hurt. They had an wonderful time.
EX 14.2
1) cloudy
2) permits
3) abroad
4) adequate

5) attire
6) hides
7) spread
8) inquisitive

9) conduct
10) join, connect
11) collected
12) built

13) anxious
14) change
15) cautious

EX 14.3
1) compel, force
2) amount, quantity
3) aroma, scent
4) baffled, puzzled

5) beg, beseech
6) bill, beak
7) brave courageous
8) disaster, calamity

9) connect, join
10) constant, stationary
11) course, lesson
12) comfortable, cosy

EX 14.4
1) eager, excited
2) rot
3) escaped

4) showed
5) flew, soared
6) popular

7) beautify
8) edible
9) vital, important

10) competent

EX 14.5
1) essential, important
2) evacuate, leave
3) faith, trust
4) fly, glide
5) fetch, get

EX 14.6
1) story
2) weak
3) germinate
4) bliss, joy, cheerfulness

5) similar
6) unlawful
7) hurry, rush
8) store

9) aggressive
10) inadequate

EX 14.7
Mrs. Joseph was beautifying her dwelling for Christmas. It is a joyful, happy time of the year. People are
very kind at this time. They give presents to the orphans. At the orphanage, the children put their
garbage in the bin. Garbage is dangerous to one’s health. They know it is unlawful to litter. It is
necessary to give charity to the poor. The children mimic Santa Claus by saying Ho! Ho! Ho!
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EX 14.8
1) slay, kill
2) modern, new

3) loyal, faithful
4) lift, raise

5) glance, glimpse
6) nuisance, bother

EX 14.9
1) mock, imitate
2) occupation
3) inform
4) plenty, numerous

5) preserve
6) natives
7) kin
8) envious

9) loving
10) crazy
11) lift
12) bother

EX 14.10
1) hazardous
2) damage
3) strange

4) often
5) leisure
6) protect

7) obvious
8) old
9) road, path

10) recuperate

EX 14.11

Mr. Scott thought it was odd/ strange to see a two headed snake at the zoo. He was a
wealthy man. He supplies the zoo with food to feed the animals. It was obvious he likes
animals. One section of the zoo only had parrots. There were also many stones in the zoo for
the animals to rest on.
EX 14.12
1) faith
2) show
3) theme

4) exhausted
5) choke
6) provide

7) spoil
8) thought
9) customs

10) robust
11) stingy
12) buy

EX 14.13
1) vacant
2) hazardous
3) uncooked
4) vanished

5) screamed, shouted
6) consume, eat
7) stopped
8) hints, clues

9) squandered
10) incorrect

EX 14.14
1) sad, melancholy
2) start, commence

3) try, attempt
4) tiny, miniature
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CHAPTER 15
EX 15.1
1) bent
2) denied

3) departed
4) worst

5) bright
6) artificial

EX 15.2
1) refuse, deny
2) ascend, descend
3) vanish, appear
4) lend, borrow

5) modern, ancient
6) destroy, build
7) ally, enemy
8) bless, curse

9) scarce abundant
10) absent, present

3) dangerous, safe
4) conceal, reveal

5) decline, accept
6) distant, close

EX 15.3
1) free, captive
2) closed, ajar

EX 15.4
1) calm, stormy
2) expand, contract
3) ajar, closed
4) clumsily, gracefully

5) compulsory, voluntarily
6) deep, shallow
7) accepted, refused
8) correct, wrong

9) exit, enter
10) destroyed, built

EX 15.5
1) even
2) exterior
3) true

4) fresh
5) exports
6) lucky

7) forget
8) rough
9) generous

10) guest

EX 15.6
1) inhale, exhale
2) horizontal, vertical
3) maximum, minimum
4) increase, decrease
5) lenient, strict

6) lazy, industrious
7) important, trivial
8) local, foreign
9) interesting, boring
10) separate, join

11) junior, senior
12) intelligent, stupid
13) humble, proud
14) freeze, melt
15) lengthen, shorten

EX 15.7
1) permanent
2) ancient
3) neat, tidy

4) polite
5) miser
6) urban

7) impure/dirty
8) allows
9) rare
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EX 15.8
1) tame, wild
2) sow, reap
3) scatter, collect
4) weak, strong
5) vacant, occupied

6) separate, join
7) vanish, appear
8) tough, easy
9) transparent, opaque
10) sober, drunk

11) voluntary, compulsory
12) success, failure
13) simple, difficult
14) sunny, overcast
15) victory, defeat

EX 15.9
1) park
2) park
3) pitch

4) pitch
5) tie
6) tie

7) bank
8) bank
9) face

10) face
11) drop
12) drop

4) letter
5) bank
6) bank

7) address
8) addressed
9) band

10) band

4) fit
5) plane
6) back

7) sign
8) tie
9) watch

10) toast
11) stick
12) trip

EX 15.10
1) quarter
2) quarter
3) letter

EX 15.11
1) bar
2) can
3) duck

CHAPTER 16
EX 16.1
1) unsafe
2) improper
3) disappear
4) illiterate
5) discomfort

6) impure
7) impossible
8) unable
9) impatient
10) discouraged

11) preview
12) disobeyed
13) foretell
14) review
15) semi-annual

EX 16.2
1) illegal
2) antibiotic
3) disorganised

4) semi-circle
5) unreasonable
6) illegible

7) semi-final
8) disagree
9) dissatisfied

10) anti-social
11) inaudible
12) dishonest

4) quickly
5) peaceful
6) washed

7) listened
8) situation
9) waiting

10) provision

EX 16.3
1) imagination
2) happily
3) wisely
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EX 16.4
1) coming
2) pollution
3) allowance

4) memorable
5) friendly
6) grateful

7) comfortable
8) assistance
9) hurrying

10) helpful
11) translation
12) careful

4) travelling
5) attentively
6) attracted

7) decision
8) disappearance
9) division

10) corrected
11) lazily
12) wonderful

EX 16.5
1) soundly
2) careless
3) suddenly

EX 16.6
1) dogs
2) sweeten
3) catching
4) watching

5) kangaroos
6) churches
7) glasses
8) faster

9) painted
10) slowest
11) photos
12) lighten

13) assisted
14) sweetest
15) teaching

8) coffee
9) collect
10) castle
11) camera
12) doctor
13) cold
14) electric

15) octopus
16) hibiscus
17) Mexico
18) control
19) popcorn
20) factory
21) soccer

22) suffocate
23) cage
24) contest
25) calendar
26) cake

6) circus
7) ounce
8) bounce
9) fence
10) pencil

11) space
12) prince
13) lettuce
14) twice
15) chance

16) citizen
17) census
18) circle

9) package
10) orange
11) germ
12) page
13) damage
14) hinge
15) danger
16) language

17) strange
18) emergency
19) stranger
20) teenager
21) wage
22) manger
23) bridge
24) hinge

25) barge
26) engine
27) charge
28) giraffe
29) rage
30) egypt
31) change
32) plunge

EX 16.7 HARD C
1) coat
2) candle
3) current
4) cough
5) cable
6) cylinder
7) careful

EX 16.8 SOFT C
1) ice
2) juice
3) necklace
4) city
5) face

EX 16.9 SOFT G
1) gym
2) gel
3) giant
4) general
5) ginger
6) age
7) bandage
8) gentle
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EX 16.10 HARD G
1) good
2) gas
3) gigantic
4) gum
5) dog
6) gamble

7) garage
8) game
9) sluggish
10) garden
11) goose
12) gap

13) gate
14) geese
15) gang
16) gutter
17) goat
18) gallop

19) gage
20) gorilla
21) gaze
22) gobble
23) gather
24) goddess

EX 16.11
1) thief
2) received
3) field

4) shelves
5) stories
6) science

7) fairies
8) knives
9) mischievous

10) countries

4) believe
5) travelled
6) niece

7) sipped
8) countries
9) labelled

10) stopped

4) fierce
5) trimming
6) achieved

7) foreign
8) skimming
9) quarrelling

10) flipping

4) cherries
5) riding
6) swimming

7) tasting
8) thieves

9) encouragemen
t
10) management

EX 16.12
1) beginning
2) robbed
3) attention

EX 16.13
1) dripped
2) butterflies
3) fitted

EX 16.14
1) coming
2) bluish
3) writing

EX 16.15
The advertisement attracted many people to come to the concert. It was very exciting and exhilarating. The
children sat quietly and watched the performance of the children. Chelsea modelled for the concert since she
likes modelling. Carla and Meera danced since they like dancing .They captured the wonderful day by taking
many photos. The people managing the concert were very pleased with the children’s behaviour.

EX 16.16
1) ripped
2) excited
3) searched
4) surgeon
5) tremble

6) hospital
7) recuperate
8) glimpsed
9) whisper
10) assistance

11) screamed
12) strict
13) occurred
14) beautiful
15) fantastic
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16) stealthily
17) mischievous
18) vanished
19) delighted
20) extinguished
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EX 16.17

On Christmas Day, businesses are very busy. Children are ecstatic because they receive
many gifts. People decorate their homes beautifully. A lot of foreigners come to the
Caribbean to enjoy the sunshine and lovely beaches. People enjoy preparing their
favourite fruits cakes and ginger bear drinks.
EX 16.18

At the zoo, they put up a sign beware don’t feed the animals. So the visitors are very
cautious. People make sure and follow the instructions. Some of the visitors are very
scared of the lions because they are very vicious and fierce.
EX 16.19

The sun was shining brilliantly. A few ladies were at the park. They were talking happily.
The leaves of the trees provided shade for the vendors to sell to their customers. There
were many birds chirping merrily on the branches of the trees.
EX 16.20
As a result of the COVID 19 virus, travelling from one country to another had to be stopped. When this
occurred, people got annoyed. Many people died and many families didn’t even get to see their relatives.
They were cremated without any family members present. The ambulance and doctors were kept very
busy trying to save lives. There was lot of commotion and chaos.

CHAPTER 17
FACTUAL

PASSAGE

1

1) A swamp is a low-lying coastal feature covered with water.
2) It is located on the Western coast of Trinidad.
3) Nature means flaura and fauna/ wildlife
4) The Caroni River and the Gulf-of-Paria.
5) Swamps are important because they provide homes for animals.
6) Three classes of animals are land, aquatic and aerial creatures.
7) The Scarlet Ibis is the national bird of Trinidad and Tobago
8) The Scarlet Ibis gather at sunset to nest and roost.
9) People can preserve the Caroni Swamp By not polluting the water and not killing the animals.
10) The Caroni Swamp is important to Trinidad and Tobago because it attracts tourists who bring in revenue for
the country.
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FACTUAL

PASSAGE

2

1) Christopher Columbus was an European explorer.
2) He sailed west to get to the East Indies.
3) The word inhabiting means living.
4) He was hoping to find gold.
5) The word hostile means unfriendly.
6) The Cubans described Jamaica as“the land of blessed gold”.
7) The word annex means win, join, get
8) He wanted to claim the land in the name of the king and queen of Spain.
9) The word deterred means discouraged, dissuaded, daunted, prevented
10) Christopher Columbus able to claim the island of Jamaica when they were attacked by a dog from one of the
Spanish ships and Columbus’ cross-bow men and some of the Arawaks were killed and wounded in this
attack.
11) The word conquering means winning, getting, succeeding in getting
12) The Arawaks died because they were overworked and ill-treated and the introduction of European diseases
to which they had little or no resistance.

FACTUAL

PASSAGE

3

1) All living things need energy.
2) The sun provides light in the form of energy.
3) Plants need energy from the sun, carbon-dioxide, air, water and nutrient from the soil to make food.
4) Photosynthesis is the process by which plants make its food.
5) Two animals that eat only plants are caterpillars, cows and grasshoppers.
6) Another word for decompose is rot or decay.
7) Carnivores are animals that eat only meat.
8) Continuous means continuing without changing, stopping, or being interrupted in space or time./ It never
stops
9) Lion/ tiger
10) Soil gets nutrients to supply their plants from the bodies of dead animals.

FACTUAL

PASSAGE

4

1) The National Flag of Guyana referred as the Golden Arrowhead
2) The principal colours of the National Flag of Guyana are green, red, black and white.
3) Principal means main.
4) The green represents the agricultural and forested nature of Guyana.
5) Unique means special, sole, only, one of a kind
6) The white represents on the national flag the rivers and water potential.
7) The word endurance means strength, fortitude
8) It has the design of an arrow and one of its colours is gold.
9) The red of the flag represents the zeal and dynamic nature of the nation-building
10) The main idea is Guyana National flag colours and what they represent.
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FACTUAL

PASSAGE

5

1) Trees provide food, shelter and homes for animals.
2) Trees and plants are called flora.
3) People need lumber to make houses and furniture.
4) Trees keep the earth cool by reducing the amount of heat coming from the sun to the earth.
5) Opening, holes
6) Trees need carbon dioxide to live.
7) The word erosion means the wearing away of land.
8) Globing Warming can be reduced by not cutting down trees or by replanting trees if they are cut down.
9) The tree roots prevent soil erosion./ Roots take in food for the plants.
10) When trees are cut down and not replanted, the earth will start to get hot and this causes Global Warming.

FACTUAL

PASSAGE

6

1) Carnival is a national festival.
2) Attracts means draws, interest
3) Tourists from all over the world.
4) The French introduced carnival to the Caribbean.
5) Carnival is celebrated on the Monday and Tuesday before Ash Wednesday.
6) Employment means jobs
7) Accommodate means to house them/ lodge them
8) Designers/vendors/seamstress
9) Calypso Monarch/ Steelband Ponarama Competition/ Soca Monarch
10) It brings money for the country.

FACTUAL

PASSAGE

7

1) Motion means movement/signal
2) The two motions the earth undergoes are rotation and revolution.
3) Rotates means spins, circles/ revolves
4) The earth rotates on its axis.
5) The earth moves from East to West.
6) The earth takes 24 hours to make one complete rotation.
7) Revolution means a complete circle made around something.
8) The yearly motion of the earth is responsible for the change in season.
9) The entire surface of the earth does not receive sunlight at the same time because, it is not flat.
10) The sun is important because all living things need sunlight to live.
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FACTUAL

PASSAGE

8

Words
mustering
hearty
splendid
curiosity
generous
promise
glared
gleaming
clamped
dreadful
weary
immediately
lingered
tethered

(line 14 )
(line 18 )
(line 15 )
(line 19)
(line 26 )
(line 31 )
(line 34 )
(line 33 )
(line 42 )
(line 48 )
(line 9 )
(line 49 )
(line 16 )
(line 29)

Meanings
gathering
healthy
wonderful
inquisitive
kind
to give one’s word
stared
shining
to hold tightly
awful
tired
at once
to hang around
tied

1) A person who buys and sells commodities for profit.
2) Beauty
3) Free response
4) He was cold and weary

FACTUAL

PASSAGE

9

1) 'Out of Many One People'
2) This Motto is very appropriate for Jamaica because of the population’s multicultural roots.
3) The Taino tribe was the first inhabitants of Jamaica
4) Multicultural means many or different cultures
5) African descent makes up the majority of the population of Jamaica?
6) Minorities mean least.
7) The crocodile represents a native reptile regarded as indigenous to the island
8) Predominately means mainly.
9) The pineapples represent the island's native fruits.
10) Indigenous means native, local, original
11) The helmet and mantling were symbols of Jamaica's past status as a British colony.
12) The main idea of this passage is about the symbols on the Jamaican Coat of Arms and their meaning.
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FACTUAL

PASSAGE

10

1) Zeus was a great God
2) A queen who lived in Thebes.
3) The God and Goddesses granted the baby strength and courage.
4) Slaying means killing
5) The baby awoke, seized a serpent in each hand and strangled them both.
6) Hercules was faced with the task of killing the Lernaean Hydra!
7) The opposite of mortal is immortal.
8) The hydra is a monstrous serpent with nine heads one of the nine heads was immortal and therefore
indestructible. It attacked with poisonous venom.
9) Indestructible means cannot be destroyed.
10) It had nine heads and one of the nine heads was immortal and therefore couldn’t be destroyed.

Write if the sentence is a Fact or a Fiction.
1) The house was built of cake and chocolate. fiction
2) The Solar System is made up of nine planets. fact
3) The equator is found at the centre of the earth. fact
4) The wolf swallowed Little Red Riding Hood. fiction
5) There are six food groups. fact
6) The fairy turned the pumpkin into a coach. fiction
7) Water exists in three forms solid, liquid and gas. fact
8) The heart pumps blood throughout the body. fact
9) The little pig built his house out of straw. fiction
10) A triangular based pyramid has six edges and four vertices. fact
11) Superman can fly. fiction
12) The largest continent is Asia. fact
13) An insect has six legs and its body is divided into three parts. fact
14) Snow White ate the poisoned apple. fiction
15) The kidneys remove wastes and excess water from the blood to form urine. Fact

Practice Exercise - Write out the Cause and the Effect.
1. Sally hurt her arm (effect) because she fell down. (cause)
2. Edd studied diligently (effect) so he was successful in his examination. (cause)
3. We eat a lot of fresh fruits (effect) so we will be healthy. (cause)
4. I went shopping (effect) because I needed a new dress to go to the party. (cause)
5. We went to the beach because I wanted to swim. (cause)
6. I stayed home (effect) so I could rest. (cause)
7. He woke up early (effect) so he reached to work on time. (cause)
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8. I went to sleep late (effect) as a result I woke up late. (cause)
9. I bought tickets (effect) so I could go to the show. (cause)
10. I stayed up late (effect) so I could study for my examination.
11. Since my mother was ill, (cause) the doctor visited. (effect)
12. Since it was my birthday, (cause)I played music. (effect)
13. I work hard (effect) so I could save some money. (cause)
14. People exercise (effect) so that they would be healthy. (cause)
15. People visit the dentist (effect) so they can prevent cavities. (cause)

CHAPTER 18 - POETRY
POETRY I
1) Twenty frogs attended the school.
2) The pool was used for lessons and learning.
3) The teacher told the frogs not to do fidget and not to wriggle
4) After their lessons are finished they have fun, they dive and they hop, they leap and they flop.
5) It will be difficult to see the frogs in school because they were as green as the pool.
6) They were in a happy mood.
7) Personification One little frog dreams of sunshine/ To three naughty frogs arriving late
8) You must pay attention,” snaps the teacher.
Don’t fidget, don’t wriggle. Be good.”
The teacher says, “I can’t wait.
9) Simile green as the green pool
10) Naughty means wicked.
11) Buzz and flop, snap
12) pools

POETRY 2
1) Trees provide homes for birds, they provide food and wood to make homes.
2) Harm means hurt
3) In the season of spring trees begin to get new buds.
4) The sense of sight
And spread a shade for sleepy cows,
And gather birds among their boughs.
They give us fruit in leaves above
To touch the beams of morning sun
When the evening changes into night
And when a moon floats on the sky
5) Floats means sails, drifts, glides
6) The trees provide shade for the cows when they feel sleepy
7) Bough means branch
8) Personification Trees are the kindest thing I know,
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They do no harm and simply grow
9) They do no harm/ They give us fruit
10) The mood is peacefulness/kindness

POETRY 3
1) The poet quarrelled with his brother.
2) They fell down while fighting
3) The quarrel was not serious in the start but eventually it became serious
4) He thought the quarrel was silly
5) something went bad and unpleasant
6) The poet’s brother hit him on the back and asked him to get along as it was not the right to carry the
problem throughout the night.
7) Yes they came to an agreement.
I was in the wrong."
So he was in the right
8) Slight means not serious, small
9) Sense of feeling
10) Thumped means hit

POETRY 4
1) There were two clouds.
2) It was summer time.
3) Hit their heads together
4) It began to rain
5) Flying means floating, gliding
6) The rainbow
7) Upon a line the sunbeams made
8) They went so fast they bumped their heads,
And both began to cry./
They wiped the cloud-tears all away/ They hung their gowns to dry
9) Sight In blue, green, yellow, orange, red, They made a pretty row.
10) Sadness

POETRY 5
1) Captivated means enchanted, fascinated
2) Simile like a hummingbird
3) Hovers means hangs, flies
4) Flies backward, forward, up or down,
5) Pierce means penetrate, puncture
6) Zipping, puff, pop
7) A helicopter can rescue anyone is lost in storm or flooded river’s span/It can land on snow or mountain top
8) And deftly doing dangerous jobs
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9) He wants to fly a helicopter
10) The helicopter is not the best in speed or weight or cares about fun. It does what the jobs it has to do even it
is dangerous

POETRY 6
1) The poet’s grandfather won a medal.
2) He took part in the senior boys 100 yards.
3) His grandfather’s name is William Green.
4) Giggle, a soft laugh
5) Gramp gave a chuckle
6) As he shuffled down the passage
with his back bent,
7) Shuffle means hobble, drag ones feet when walking
8) Touching the tape at the finish line of the race with his chest
9) The poet tried to imagine his grandfather young running with his legs flying, pushing his chest out and
touching the tape with his chest at the finish line.
10) Happiness/Humorous

POETRY 7
1) He wanted a dragon to defend him and take him for a ride.
2) Similes With claws like silver sabers/ And fangs like silver nails
3) Fierce/ferocious
4) For emphasis
5) But not a lazy dragon. Who sleeps all day like mine!
6) Teeth
7) a plume of fire
8) Defend means protect or guard
9) So that everyone will be afraid of it and it will attack anything. It will use the claws and nails as weapons.
10) Longing/wanting/wishing

POETRY 8
1) It makes the green grass grow/ And all the little rivers flow
2) He couldn’t go outside to play
3) Simile Like Noah, in another Ark.
4) They say it makes the green grass grow/ But day by day we saw it fall,
5) Beats means hits, bangs, knocks
6) But hours and hours have passed away
Since it began to rain today
7) No. He was complaining about it has been raining for hours and he was unable to go outside to play
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8) If it rained in the dark of the night, he will be able to play in the day outside.
9) It means the rain helps things to grow but not him.
10) Sadness/Unhappiness

GRAPHIC SKILLS
GRAPHIC 1
1) They have two children.
2) Fred Persadis Kaleem’s grandfather.
3) Sandra is married to Aleem Ali.
4) Jessica is Zobida’s cousin.
5) They have five grandchildren.
6) To trace relatives/To know how you are related to someone
7) Chris’ surname is Persad.

GRAPHIC 2
1) Chapter 4
2) 6 pages
3) Chapter 6
4) At the front of the book.
5) It helps to get the information you are looking for quickly and easily.

GRAPHIC 3
1) Three children.
2) She belongs to four clubs.
3) Chess, Swimming and Cricket.
4) Tennis
5) Swimming
6) They do not like it.

GRAPHIC 4
1) Where there is a wet floor.
2) It is important to put this sign so that people will be cautious, and they will not slip, and fall, and get injured.
3) He will slip and get hurt.
4) A sign is used to let people know about something good or bad that is going on. A sign is used to alert
people so that they won’t get hurt.
5) To be careful. To be cautious. To take care.

GRAPHIC 5
1) Watching cartoons and cleaning her room.
2) 3:00 P.M
3) Thursday and Saturday
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4) Go to football practice and Get pizza
5) A planner is important to help you organise your activities and not to forget what you have to do
6) Wednesday at 4:30 P.M

GRAPHIC 6
1) Reggie’s Waterpark
2) Grand Family Day
3) To encourage people to come to the park
4) They can call: 900-REGI or Email: reggie @ waterpark.com.
5) The time and the address.

GRAPHIC 7
1) bananas
2) Guyana
3) Dominica
4) Guyana and Jamaica
5) Petroleum

GRAPHIC8
1) Channel 5
2) Keeping Fit
3) 10.30 A.M
4) Sports
5) movie

EVALUATION
TEST 1
A) Grammar
1) has
2) obtained
3) fed
4) eaten
5) provides
6) lay

B) Punctuation
1) food?
2) “Plants
3) During
4) leaves.
5) sun’s
6) thing!
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C) Spelling
1) creature
2) unbaptized
3) wore
4) no
5) destination
6) lose
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POEM

1) Whether the bugs that flew past by were fireflies or lightning bugs
2) Lightning bug, firefly, glow worm, bird
3) “Silly dunce/ Till their quarrel awakened the early bird
4) He glimmers all night
5) Beak
6) He glimmers all night
7) She ate the fly
8) He concluded that the firefly, the lightning bug and himself were all worms.
9) For emphasis
10) Glimmer means shine, twinkle, gleam
11) He ate all three of them.
12) The worm the first to be eaten
13) Shine if you must, but do not quarrel
14) The quarrel
15) The bird. He told them they were related
TEST 2
A) Grammar
1) amongst
2) played
3) carefully
4) types
5) has
6) addiction

B) Punctuation
1) Diablesse?
2) “She
3) her
4) large,
5) forest.
6) Oh!

GRAPHIC
1) Index
2) In alphabetical order
3) 12,13, 14
4) 6 pages
5) The letter R
6) Religion
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C) Spelling
1) important
2) responsible
3) made
4) contains
5) nutrients
6) waste
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TEST 3
A) Grammar
1) is
2) tells
3) wizard
4) and
5) dangerous
6) prevail

B) Punctuation
1) Jamaica
2) Catholics,
3) You’ll
4) Jews
5) Rastafarians.
6) country!

C) Spelling
1) colourful
2) tradition
3) their
4) religion
5) culture

6) churches

COMPREHENSION
1) The Amerindians head-dress symbolizes the Amerindians as the indigenous people of the country.
2) Indigenous means native, local
3) The two diamonds at the side of the head-dress represent the country's mining industry.
4) The word insignia means emblem or crest
5) The two main agricultural industries of the country are sugar and rice.
6) The Victoria Regia Lily, is to protect the nation.
7) It is a special bird that is found only or mainly in this part of the world.
8) The three blue wavy lines represent the many waters of Guyana.
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A) Grammar
1) were
2) extremely
3) and
4) were
5) feed
6) most
B) Punctuation
1) Columbus?
2) “He
3) 1498.
4) Pinta,
5) Columbus’
6) over.”
C) Spelling
1) hours
2) stopping
3) matches
4) camping
5) excited
6) wait

COMPREHENSION
1) A cunning fox and a good natured stork lived in the jungle.
2) Appetite means craving, hunger
3) The Fox invite the stork to his home to play a trick on him.
4) The Stork had a good appetite when he arrived at the Fox’s home
5) The Stork was unable to eat the soup because its beak was too long and pointy to eat the soup from the flat
dish.
6) Humiliated means embarrassed, ashamed
7) The fox deliciously lapped up all of the soup in his plate.
8) Aroma means smell
9) The Stork served the lunch in two, long, thin necked jars because he knew the fox won’t be able to eat the
lunch from the jar because he will need a beak which he didn’t have.
10) The moral of the story is People will treat you the same way you treat them/ Do not play tricks on your
neighbours unless you can stand the same treatment yourself.
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Test 5
A)
Grammar
1) allergic
2) cautious
3) were
4) swarm
5) tried
6) began

B) Punctuation
1) Botanical
2) neatly,
3) Mrs.
4) sights.
5) Valley
6) monkeys,

C) Spelling
1) variety
2) carbohydrates
3) muscle
4) tissues
5) energy
6) daily

POEM
1) Darkness doesn't scare her,/ When it thunders she won't quiver!
2) The poet knows not to challenge his mother when she fixes him with a stare, with her big eyes.
3) Valiant means brave
4) Similes Squealing like a baby bat/ She whimpered like a baby/ Trembling like an autumn leaf
5) He picked a broom and shooed at it away into the hall
6) Scorched means burnt
7) It was quick and cunning
8) Trembling like an autumn leaf/ She wore a frightened frown...
Her big eyes round with fear
9) Vanished
10) He felt like a superhero.
11) He told her not to worry. He will take care or kill the mice.
12) In the first stanza the mother was described as who does not get scared easily and in the last stanza she was
described as a person who gets scared easily.
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